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Bank of NH 950.36




Allowance for Doubtful Accounts (77,526.20)
Elderly Liens Receivable 5,267.03
Excavation Taxes Receivable 1,492.96
Land Use Change Tax Receivable (2,800.00)
LIENS RECEIVABLE
Tax Liens 1994 5,609.09
Tax Liens 1 995 7,253.25
Tax Liens 1996 12,278.80
Tax Liens 1997 27,010.65
Tax Liens 1998 41,625.00
Tax Liens 1999 73,184.89
Tax Liens 2000 117,832.25
Total LIENS RECEIVABLE 284,793.93
Petty Cash 200.00
Property Taxes Receivable 201,872.97
Tax Deeded Property 5,805.00
Timber Yield Taxes Receivable 1,290.02
Total Other Current Assets 420,395.71









Total Accounts Payable 30,562.19
Other Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable - Prior Year 4,565.86
Deferred-Elderly Liens 5,267.03
Due to School District 540,104.00
Payroll Liabilities 106.85
Total Other Current Liabilities 550,043.74




Opening Bal Equity 518,125.45
Net Income 5,676.23
Total Equity 90,975.53
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 671 ,581 .46
BUDGET REPORT - 2001








Total CHARGES FOR SERVICES





Total INTERFUND OP. TRANSFERS IN
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES




Current Use Application Fees
Dog Licenses
Dog Licenses Fines
Federal Lien Filling Fees
Marriage Licenses
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees





Septic Test & Plan Fees
Town Fees For Bad Checks
U.CC Filing Fees
U.C.C. Search Fees
Vital Certified Copies & Search
Wet Land Filing Fees
Witness Fees
ZBA Fees












Grant (Used Oil Collection)
Hwy Block Grant





State&Federal Forest Land Reimb
















































43,164,77 15.000.00 28 164.77




2,422.00 2,900 00 (478.00)
138,146.90 105,467.04 32,679.86
BUDGET REPORT - 2001
TAXES
Interest & Penalties
Land Use Change Tax













































Town Clerk - Other Compensation
Town Clerk Deputy Wages
Town Clerk Salary
Vital Statistics
Total ELECT7REGA/1TAL STAT.- 41 40 15,347.69 17,914.00 (2,566.31)










































































Tax Collector - Other Comp




W.A, # 7 - '01 Reval















































490.80 500 00 (9.20)
286.88 250.00 36.88
















712.92 30000 412 92
412.63 900 00 (487.37)
2,371.46 0.00 2,371,46





2,326.72 1,500 00 826,72
122.58 750.00 (627 42)

















BUDGET REPORT - 2001
Jan - Dec 01 Budget $ Over Budget









W. A. #8 - '01 Painting
W. A. #9 - '01 Paving
Total GENERAL GOV. BUILDINGS -4194 90,925.58 87,349.00 3,576.58
HEALTH AGENCIES - 4415
Home Health Care & Community Sv 775.00 775.00 0,00
Keene Community Kitchen 500.00 500.00 0.00
Milford Mediation 500.00 500,00 0.00
Moradnock Family Services 1,517.00 1,575.00 (58.00)
Project Lift 100.00 100.00 0,00
Samaritans 0.00 100.00 (100.00)
SL Joseph's Hospital 390.00 390,00 0.00
Total HEALTH AGENCIES -4415 3,782.00 3,940.00 (158.00)
HIGHWAY -4311
Advertising 363.50
Blasting 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00
Building Repairs/Maintenance 2,874.81 5,000.00 (2,125.19)
Calcium Chloride - Summer 4,999.88 5,000.00 (0.12)
Drainage Material 8,594.40 10,000.00 (1,405.60)
Drug/Alcohol Testing 375.00 70000 (325.00)
Dues and Subscriptions 44.00 250.00 (206.00)
Education/Conventions 110.00 250.00 (140.00)
Electricity 1,304,64 1,500.00 (195.36)
Equipment Rental 10,195.00 10,000.00 195.00
FEMA Income (7,305.89) 0.00 (7,305.89)
Full-Time Wages 51,407,10 54,912.00 (3,504,90)
Gasoline 14,310.84 15,000.00 (689.16)
Gravel/Processing 4,350.00 7,000.00 (2,650.00)
Groundskeeping 14,563.90 14,564.00 (0.10)
Heating Fuel 5,546,57 4,500,00 1,046.57
Insurance - Dental 2,304.36 2,305.00 (0.64)
Insurance - Disability 1,326.72 1,000.00 326.72
Insurance - Health ' 19,838.94 20,817,00 (978.06)
Insurance - Life 100.80 101.00 (0.20)
Insurance - Vehicle 2,394 00 2,500,00 (106.00)
Machinery & Equipment 516,01 1,000 00 (483.99)
Miscellaneous 857.15 500.00 357.15
Mowing 1,225.00 1,500.00 (275.00)
Over time Wages 10,451,51 8,700.00 1,751.51
Part-Time Wages 9,843.05 4,000,00 5,843.05
Plow & Sander Repair 2,980.80 3,000.00 (19.20)
Protective Clothing 940,15 1,000.00 (59.85)
Retirement 4,200.58 4,467.00 (266.42)
Road Reconstruction 39,767,64 40,000.00 (232.36)
Salts Sand 12,234 40 13,500.00 (1,265.60)
Sealing & Tamng 16,191.28 20,000.00 (3,808.72)
Small Tools 999.62 500.00 499.62
Street Signs 557,96 300,00 257.96
Supervisor Salary 38,957.88 38,958.00 (0.12)
Telephone 537.49 750,00 (212.51)
Vehicle Lubricants 2,092,79 2,00000 92.79
Vehicle Repair/Maintenance 21,468.71 15,000,00 6,468,71
Welding Supplies 725.84 500.00 225^4







INTEREST LONG TERM NOTE - 4721
Int.- Fire Truck&Purch. Property
Total INTEREST LONG TERM NOTE - 4721
INTEREST ON TAN. -4723
Interest on TAN Notes











W. A. #6 - '01 Legal Defense
LEGAL -4153 -Other





Dues & Professional Expenses
Education/Conventions
Electricity






Total LIBRARY - 4550
MACHINERY/VEHICALS/EQUIP.- 4902
W.A. #3 - '99 Backhoe
Total MACHINERYA/EHICALS/EQUIP.- 49...















































823.49 900.00 (7651) .
485.92 200,00 285.92
1,481.20 2,000.00 (518.80)
6944 300,00 (230 56)








5,265 10 7,51000 (2.344 90)
1,000.00 1.500,00 (500.00)
732.00 1,300,00 (568.00)
115.00 250 00 (135.00)
2,650.67 3,500 00 (84933)
1,933.05 2.800.00 (866.95)
19.95 32500 (305,05)
7.447.30 7,000 00 447 30
342.47 350,00 (7.53)
1,500.00 1,200,00 300.00
2,247 39 3.000 00 (752.61)
6,448.44 5,000.00 1 ,448.44
296.93 100.00 196.93
330 00 1,000.00 (670,00)
BUDGET REPORT - 2001
Telephone
Town Office Equipment
Total OTHER GENERAL GOV - 4199















W, A. #10 -'01 Irrigation
Total PARKS & RECREATION - 4520
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES - 4583
General Supplies
Total PATRIOTIC PURPOSES - 4583
PAYROLL EXPENSES
PLANNING & ZONING - 41 91
Advertising - PB
Advertising - ZBA
Clerical Wages - PB
Clerical Wages - ZBA
Education/Conventions - PB
Legal Services - PB






























Jan - Dec 01 Budget $ Over Budget
5,584 26 4,000.00 1,584.26
503.90 900.00 (396.10)































































PRINCIPAL LONG TERM NOTES- 471
1
General Obligation
Total PRINCIPAL LONG TERM NOTES- 4..





















Total RECYCLING CENTER - 4324
REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS - 41 97
N.H. Iviunicipai Assoc. Dues
So-\J\les\. Reg Ping. Com. Dues
Total REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS - 4197
STREET LIGHTING -4316
Contract Services
Total STREET LIGHTING - 4316
WELFARE ADMINISTRATION - 4441
Direct Assistance - Food
Direct Assistance - Heat
Direct Assistance - Other
Direct Assistance - PSNH
Direct Assistance - Rent
Direct Assistance -McCanna Fund
Dues
General Supplies
Meeting Stipenas - Wage
Mileage
Supervisor Salary














178.50 600.00 (421 50)
1,831.40 1.000 00 831.40
36,679.69 31,970.00 4,709-69
150.00 . 100.00 50.00
35.00 75.00 (40.00)













































Current Property Tax Payments
Property Tax 1999
Property Tax 2000






Con-Val School Dist. Payments
Total CON-VAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
COUNTY PAYMENT - 4931
County Payment
Total COUNTY PAYMENT - 4931
ENCUMBERED FUNDS -4934
'00 Unknown Properties
'99 Greenvale Cem. Stonewall
'99 Oak Park Building
Total ENCUMBERED FUNDS - 4934




































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





DATE OF MEETING: "^'^'^^ ^^' ^°°^
Town/City Of : Greenfield County: Hillsborough
Mailing AAAress: P" ^OX 256
Greenfield
Phone*: (603) 547-3442 Fax #: (603) 547-3004 £_j^j^|}. bos? tellink . net
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(To Be Completea After Annual or Special Meeting)
Tnis is to certify tnat tne information contained in tnis form, appropriations actually voted ty tne town/city
meeting, was taken from official records and is complete to tne test of our knowledge and belief.
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN^
Please sign in ink.
-^,^v /-'/^ Jerry Adams, Chairman/ /-'Ui-t^ f ^•^-.—
—
j
\_.^-'i~n'^itf'~7^. ./iLct-n-i^i,^ Conrad B . Dumas , Selectman
Penalty: Failure to file within 20 days after each meeting at which appropriations were voted may
result in a $5.00 per day penalty for each d^y's delay (RSA 21-J:36).
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR.




Departmtnt of Revenue Administnirion
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4130-4139 Exe<rutiv«
11 85,719
4140-4149 Elaction.Raq.t Vital Statistics
11 17,914
4150-4151 11 28,584
41S2 Revaluation of Property 7 62,750
4153 L«<7al Expensa Ll/6 50,000
4155-4159 Peraormal Adninistracion 11 23,081
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning
11 13,467
4194 Ganoral Govamaent Buildings 11 39,849
4195 =a=.t.ri.. 3/11 11,115
419e inauranc.
11 13,287
4197 XdvQrti.ainq & Ragional Aasoc.
11 2,554
4199 Othar G«n«ral Govama«nt 11 41,185
PUBUC SAFETY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4210-4214 Polica 16 129,986
4215-4219 Aiabulanca 11 2,400
4220-4229 Fira 12 53,150
4240-4249 Building Insrwction 11 6,500
4290-4298 EmerqencY Managament
4299 Other (Including Connnuni cations)
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309|Airport Oparatio
HIGHXiTAYS & STREETS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4311 Adaaniatratlon 11 312,074






4321 Artninistration 17 93 757
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
4326-4329 Sewage Coll. c Disposal C Other
13
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR.




Dtpanment of Revenue Administration
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 A<».n>,.r...o„ 1
«332 W,..r S.„.c., i










4415-4419 Health Aijenoies t Hosp. c Other 11 3 940
xxxxxxxxx
4441-4 442 Administration fi Direct Assist. 11 11 820
4444 Interqoverraaental Welfare P^nnnt!
444S-4 449 Vendor Payments £ Other
CULTURE & RECREATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx





4589 Oth«r Culture £ R«cr«ation
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin. fi Purch. of Nat. Resources 11 1,425
4619 Other Conservation
4 631-4 632 REDEVELOPMNT & HOUSING
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Lona Torci Bonds £ Hotas 11 30,000
4721 Incerast-Lonq Term Bonds £ Wotei
11 10,000
4723 Int. on Taac Anticipation Note 11 15,000
4790-4799 Othar I>ebt Service
14





Department of Revenue Administration
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
i901 Lind
4902 MachinorVr V«hiclas £ Equiptn«nt 11 21,000
4903 Buildings 8 40,000
4909 lEDrove^nts Othar Than BldQa 9/lC 22,925
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special RAvanue Fund
4913 To CaDital Pro-jocts Fund





4915 To Capital Rasarv© Fund
4916 To ExD. Tr-Fund-axcent, #4917
49n To Health Maint . Trust Funds
4918 To NonexpandablG Trust Funds
4919 To Xgancv Funds
TOTAL VOTED APPROPRIATIONS 1,207,887
SPECIAL NOTES FOR COMPLETING THE MS -2 FORM
ThlB form vniat contain all tho appropriations paasod at an annual or special mooting. Combino all the
approvod and aaondod appropriations from tho MS-6 or MS-7 poatod budgat form. List tho appropriate
warrant articlo nximbors in column 3
.
Do not cross off any accounts to enter yoxir own titles. Wo have included tho entire chart of accounts
for reporting purposes. Please call us if you have any questions or need help in classifying any of your
approved appropriations. Mail this for^i to us within 20 days after the aeetang to our new address on the
1st page of this forma.
j^e revenue pa.ge form MS4 , due September 1, irill he mailed to you ±n the summer.
This fora is computerizod. Send us your blank disk £ a aelf-addrassed, stamped mailer for a copy
of the soreadsheot.
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CODE AND HEALTH OFFICER - 2001
As the Code Officer I granted 40 building permits for five new homes, four
septic system replacements, and the rest were for garages, decks, small
additions or renovations. There have been four complaints, which I have
responded to, most of which health-related issues. We are also responding
to some concerns that there are a number of properties that have more
then the two allowable unregistered vehicles on the lot.
I have been attending a monthly training session for electrical inspecting,
presented by the state fire marshal's office. I also took a three-day school
for inspecting one and two family residences. I enjoy the training and hope
that this will help this department provide better service to the town and its
citizens.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the selectmen and the town for their
support and continued cooperation in our efforts to educate and enforce the
ordinances of the town. If I can be of help to any of the citizens, please feel






CONSERVATION COMMISSION - 2001
Tom Adams continued with the task of testing the water quality of Zephyr,
Otter, and Sunset Lakes this past year, again without any significant levels
of concern.
We are planning on sponsoring an informational meeting early this year to
discuss the possibility of forming a local lake association. Such an
association might provide some valuable assistance to the Commission in
monitoring water quality and presen/ing the natural beauty of these lakes.
A bird walk was held in May with Andy Greenwood of Monadnock
Audubon, leading the group as we made our annual walk around a piece of
Jarvis and Shirley Adams' property, to monitor the conservation easement,
which has been entrusted to the Conservation Commission. After an
enjoyable walk during which we spotted bluebirds, we were all served
refreshments and snacks at Peter and Andrea Wensberg's home.
Several hundred acres in town were put into conservation easements this
past year, and several other landowners are in the process of placing
conservation easements on their properties. This may be the topic of an
informational workshop this year, or you may contact us for more
information.
We entered into a joint project with the Francestown Land Trust to work
towards protecting land around Rand Brook, which has some of the
cleanest water in the state.
We look fon/vard to working with the Downtown Committee in the planning
and planting of new trees along some of the new sidewalks being planned,
as well as, a few new trees at the elementary school. With very generous
contributions by the Seigars family and other residents, we planted two
large pin oaks at the entrance to Oak Park. Let's watch them grow!
We meet on the third Wednesday each month in the upstairs room at our
new Town Office building at 7:00 PM., so stop by or contact us to hear
about some more plans for next year. . . or share some of your thoughts on
conservation issues.
Ray Cilley, Roger Lessard, Karen Day, David Voymas, Marilyn Fletcher
Dario Carrara, Tom Adams, Karia Allen
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS - 2001
The winter of 200-2001 gave us the worst winter season since the 1960's,
with approximately 12' of snow. The average annual snov\/fall in our area is
6'-7'.
The March 5'^ and 6'^ blizzard was declared a natural disaster by the
Governor of New Hampshire; therefore we received $7,305.00 from the
Federal Emergency Management Administration for storm clean-up costs.
The heavy snowpack and no January or February thaw led to a worse than
normal mud season. The Highway Department hauled 1500 tons of
crushed stone, crushed gravel and bank run materials to keep these roads
passable. This three week period cost over $20,000.00 in material,
overtime and extra help.
In April the Department, with the help of Bob Plourde's computer skills
initiated a Wetlands Bureau Permit. We found 83 culverts in failure, about
20% of the total number of culverts in town. The Greenfield Conservation
Commission deserves special thanks for their input and leadership with this
permit process. Thanks for all of your donated time!
In May, another segment of East Road was reclaimed. This section will be
paved this summer after drainage work is completed.
Two Civil Engineering students, from the University of New Hampshire,
conducted a survey on all town roads in July. The results of the survey
gives us an impartial view of our road network for budget scheduling
purposes.
In late summer the Southwest Regional Planning Commission was asked
to place traffic counters on three different roads. The average daily trips on
all these roads exceeded 200 trips per day. The SWRPC and NHDOT
have guidelines for this volume of traffic, which we are following.
A public informational hearing was held on November 6'^. Thanks to those
who came and shared their opinions. The Highway Department looks
forward to serving you in the coming years, thanks for your support.
Respectfully submitted. Superintendent, Wyatt R. Fox, II
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FINANCIAL YEAR-END REPORT 2001
As of December 31 , 2001
Checking/Investment
Bank of NH 950.36
Capital Access Account 248,885.16
Checking Account (closed) 0.00
NH PDIP 1,350.23
Payroll Account (closed) 0.00
Total Checking/Investment $251,185.75
Other Savings/Investment Accounts
200th Aniversary Savings 641.75
Conservation Comm'n Acct 11,685.77
Forest Fire Fighters Savings 4,871.46
Oak Park PDIP 24,473.23
Recreation Dept. Savings 509.63
Total Other Savings/Investment $42,181.84
Balance Forward Checking/Investment 01/01/01
Bank of NH 363.28






GREENFIELD VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT. - 2001
The year 2001 brought a 1 5% increase to the number of calls we had.
Almost 100% of this increase occurred in Rescue calls.
By the time you read this the Firehouse addition should be done. Everyone
is urged to come by anytime to see what has been done.
We continue to maintain a strong membership in the department,
particularly in the Rescue Squad. We do however still have room in the
department for more members, specifically on the Fireside of the
organization. We have no age limit although members must be 18 or older.
There is a need for members who are available during the day to help
minimize the occasional request for help from neighboring departments.
Several of the members continue to excel in their training. Their
enthusiastic effort is invaluable. We are extremely proud of their
accomplishments.
Our present inventory of equipment is still considered to be above average
when we are compared to similar sized departments. This has been
accomplished with the support of the voters and donations to the Greenfield
Firefighters Association. All donations are used to support the departments
needs, We are committed to maintaining this accomplishment.
Our brush fire calls this year occurred in one of the driest summers on
record. 3 of these calls were to different neighbors requesting our help.
Each one of these occasions confirmed our need for additional forest fire
equipment. In my 15+ years on the department I have not known the
extremes of this region's extensive brush fire season.
We are very thankful for the support of the townspeople and will continue to
strive and earn your appreciation.
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HUMAN RESOURCES - 2001
The Town helped 10 families in 2001. Each situation was unique of itself;
they varied fronn families who needed help only once, to those who
required more extensive assistance. We helped relocate one family, as
well as provided shelter and relocation for a homeless family.
There was a one-time need to assist a family with the replacement of their
septic system; this is reflective of the large increase in the 2001 budget.
However, in accordance with RSA 165:28, a lien being placed upon their
home allows for the eventual reimbursement to the town.
Operation Santa was again a big success, as were holiday baskets. The
generosity offered during trying times for some is very much appreciated.
Some families struggle with day to day issues, knowing that there are those
who help to make a difference is encouraging.
There are numerous State and Federal programs, which anyone seeking
assistance must apply for. If you, or someone you know, requires
assistance, please contact the town office and we will help guide you in the





THE STEPHENSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY
During the course of 2001 the Library Trustees, volunteers of the
Greenfield Woman's Club and the Library Planning Committee have raised
more than $152,000 in cash and pledges for the Library Building Fund.
The bond issue passed at the Greenfield Town Meeting on March 14, 2000
included $150,000 for improvements to the Stephenson Memorial Library,
plus a 20 percent contingency of $30,000. Thus, we have achieved a total
of $332,000 toward our goal of $450,000.
Our architect, working closely with the Trustees as well as Velma
Stone, Librarian and Gail Smith, Assistant Librarian, has put together a
plan to add 2,000 square feet of space in a new wing that will effectively
double the size of the library. We have also developed a plan to convert
the basement space of the existing building into a meeting room. The cost
of this would be in addition to the $450,000 goal. Copies of the floor plan
and site plan drawings are available at the library. Survey work has been
completed for the library lot (we do not need any additional land) and the
original building. The architect is now proceeding to develop working
drawings. Our goal is to make the Stephenson Memorial Library into a true
cultural resource for the town with expanded space and facilities as well as
new and improved library services and programs. The new addition will be
named the Ann Geise! Wing in honor of our former librarian.
This was, a busy year for the library: 432 new books were added; 26
new library cards were issued; total book circulation was 3,517 (more than
two books per person for a town population of 1,500). A very successful
Book Sale was held on September 9, 2001 with over 1,000 books collected
and offered for sale. The Greenfield Woman's Club presented a food sale;
a raffle was held with 13 prizes donated by local merchants; and engraved
memorial bricks were sold. Proceeds totaled almost $2,000, far beyond
any previous year.
To better reflect usage patterns, library hours have been changed to:
Monday -12:00 to 7:00 pm
Wednesday — 12:00 to 6:00 pm
Fnday— 12:00 to 6:00 pm
Saturday — 1 0:00 am to 1 :00 pm
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Gail Smith is now working tine full 22 hours/week that the library is
open. Both librarians have attended meetings and workshops during the
year. Gail Smith has formed a new reading and discussion group, The






OAK PARK COMMITTEE - 2001
It's been another successful year for Oak Park and it's events. The Blue-B-
Cue was a success as usual and brought in $6,500 in profit.
The committee also participated in the Celtic Highland games by providing
a food booth and a profit of $375 was made.
There is a set of plans drawn for a new facility at the park, which will
include a kitchen, bathrooms, and storage. We plan on constructing this in
the year 2002.
Other projects that Oak Park will be completed include a 14-foot high Oak
Park sign at the Entrance, and the purchase of four new bleachers.
Additionally, we will be installing new horseshoe pits, and fencing from the
old school has been donated to the park to enclose the baseball field.
We'd like to thank the Conservation Committee and the Yankee Farmer for
donating the two Oak trees planted near the entrance of the park.
The committee was set up years ago for making capital improvements to
the park. Anyone interested in being a part of the committee is welcome.
The year 2002 will mark our 10^^ year anniversary for the Blue-B-Cue,
which has raised over $40,000 since it's inception. We'd like to thank all of
the volunteers who have dedicated their time, sweat and vision to the







GREENFIELD PARKS AND RECREATION - 2001
2001 was a successful year for both Recreational programs and Parks &
Playgrounds. The departments were merged under one "heading' this year
and, again, the overall budget was met, both in revenues and expenses.
Actually, the Town received more revenues than expected.
Many of the successes in the programming area were in "in-town" events.
2001 was off to a good start with very successful ice skating and karate
programs. The Teen Dances (which grew exponentially), tennis lessons,
Little League Baseball and the "holiday" parties were well attended, just to
name a few.
Some improvements for the Parks and Playgrounds side of the program
included the liming of the soccer field, maintenance and additions to the
gardens around the Town and some additions and repairs to the
playground equipment and gazebo at Oak Park. Fencing was moved over
to the Little League field to be installed in spring 2002.
It was a mediocre summer at Sunset Lake. Swimming lessons were not
offered due to a national shortage of lifeguards and swimming instructors.
We did have two lifeguards in the end and the beach was open for 8 of the
9 weeks of the swimming summer. The beach party held in August
however, was a HUGE success. The beach still maintains a great safety
record thanks to the lifeguards and parents.
Many of the scheduled programs could not have occurred without help from
volunteers, instructors and staff. I must extend my sincere THANKS to
those folks who gave their time and energy to see some of these programs
through to completion. I could not have done it without you!
2002 is off to a quick start with a successful aerobic program off and
running and many other interesting programs in the planning process. If
you have any questions, concerns, ideas or would like to volunteer your






The Planning Board was quite active during the year 2001. We held one
lot line adjustment hearing, three subdivision hearings, one excavation
hearing, a hearing for Public Service tree trimming, and we completed a
year-long site plan review for the Barbara C. Harris Camp and Conference
Center (formerly Camp Union). The Board also held nine preliminary
conceptual consultations.
In March voters approved all proposed amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance. The personal wireless facilities regulation was revised.
Regulations on adult oriented businesses and impact fees were passed as
well as two amendments allowing manufactured homes on land while
rebuilding or new construction was being done.
In May we began a concerted effort to update the Greenfield Master Plan.
We have met the second meeting of each month since then with Carol
Ogilvie of Southwest Regional Planning Commission who is helping us with
the project. In addition we have taken pictures of the scenic views in town
as well as producing a questionnaire on what residents want for the town.
We received help from students from Con-Val who compiled the
information into a report, which was a great help to us.
All members attended at least one meeting to the Municipal Law Lecture
Series, which were held in Jaffrey during September and October.
During December we worked on proposed amendments to be presented to
the voters in March 2002.
Respectfully submitted,
Mahlyn Fletcher, Chairman Donald Winslow, Treasurer
Robert Marshall, Vice Chairman John Hopkins, Member
Jean Cernota, Secretary Valli Hannings, Alt. Member
George Rainier, Alt. Selectmen's Rep. Michael Kavenagh, Alt. Member
Jerry Adams, Corresponding Secretary/
Selectmen's Rep.
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GREENFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT - 2001
The police department is pleased with the new office space that has
been allotted us in the new town office. After many years of evaluating the
space needs of the police department by citizen groups and the BOS finally
have a more appropriate location to perform our functions. Please stop by
and visit us. We continue to upgrade our office and make it more and more
functional.
We have maintained the same staff for another year. The benefit of
this to the town is a staff that is familiar and attuned to the needs of the
Greenfield. This year the police department would like help in addressing
coverage. We have had several important investigations in town, including
several drug cases and a number of serious burglaries and thefts. We are
pleased that most of the crimes that have been investigated by the
Greenfield Police Department have resulted in arrests and prosecutions.
Unfortunately investigations by outside agencies must be handled in a
different manner based on sheer volume and a lack of intimate knowledge
of our town. There has been a call from residents to have a Greenfield
Police Department officer respond to more calls such as alarms and
investigations, rather than rely on outside organizations. There are one
hundred sixty-eight hours in a week and the Greenfield Police Department
is only funded to have an officer on duty for approximately eighty-eight of
those hours, or 52%. That 52% must be further reduced by sick leave,
vacation time, holidays, court and training time. We are required to rely on
outside assistance for any immediate (a relative term) response after
hours. We hope the townspeople will recognize the need Greenfield has
and support our initiatives provide better senyice for our "customers."
The police cruiser has 90,000 + miles on it as of January 2002. Good
maintenance and driving habits will hopefully keep things going for a while
longer. The Greenfield Police Department has received a federal grant to
purchase technology and hardware to make reporting and data entry and
compilation more efficient. This will result in more patrol time by all officers.
Statistics are forthcoming and will be available well in advance of
town meeting via the Internet (www.greenfieldpolice.com), the Greenfield
Spirit, or through the town office/police office. They have to be hand
counted and compiled. Thank you, in advance, for your patience.
The Greenfield Police Department is at your service 24-hours a day
to the best of our abilities. We offer fingerprinting, access to cnminal law
books, house checks when you are away on vacation and a number of
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other community policing enhancements. We have an old radar set-up if
you think traffic in your neighborhood is too fast and you want to see for
yourself. (Its not much good for use in court, but maybe for peace of mind.)
We also have 911 -enabled cell phones when self-protection might be an
issue; we have already issued on in each classroom of the elementary
school. Call us at 547-2525 or stop in the office.
A heart-felt thank you to everyone who has supported the police
department through the years, especially in helping us upgrade our office
through donations of time and equipment. A special thanks to the BOS for
its support of all the Greenfield departments.
Respectfully submitted,




We were awarded a Used Oil Collection Center Grant from the State of
New Hampshire D.E.S. In 2001 the Town received $1,875.00 for
construction of our waste oil shed. Another grant was applied for and
awarded for the Spillskid collection containers to update our Used Oil
Program.
in 2001 we had to replace the motor in our loader. Thanks to Duffy and his
crew we saved a lot of money on repairs. (Thanks Duffy) I also would like
to thank Duffy and his crew for helping me out with odd jobs during the
year.
We will be having a Hazardous Waste Day in 2002. The date will be
posted.














GREENFIELD RECYCLE COMMITTEE - 2001
In 2001 , the Town Selectmen formed a Recycling Committee with 3
goals:
Review the existing operation (with particular regard to the
dramatic increases in cost to the Town over the past several
years),
Explore possible short term improvements
Explore possible long term improvements
Goal # 1 - Review
Regarding the increased costs, the Committee concluded that the
significant increases are the result of rather dramatic increase in 4 line
items of the department's budget: Employee Compensation (wages and
benefits); Capital Improvements (building & equipment); Vehicle Repairs ;
and Waste Management contract expenses.
Regarding Employee Compensation, the Committee observed that
employee compensation was set pursuant to previous Town Meetings and
a compensation study undertaken by the Selectmen and therefore beyond
the purview of this committee.
Regarding Capital Improvements, the Committee observed that they
could have no impact on previous decisions (all work having been
completed), but believe that adopting a long-range plan could only help
minimize capital expenditures and avoid making improvements that fail to
protect the Town form significant increases in cost.
Regarding Vehicle Repairs, the Committee concluded that the current
dump truck is likely to incur significant repairs should it's use be increased.
This may be of considerable concern should the Town decide to truck, by
our own means, recyclable materials to Peterborough (as discussed
hereinafter). There is also some question as to whether or not the truck is
complete safe to drive even now.
Regarding Waste Management, the Committee reviewed a breakout
of charges by WasteManagement from 1/28/99 through 7/1 1/2001 to focus
on how the payments to WasteManagement went from $16K plus in 1999
to something over (estimated) $33K in 2001
.
The Committee concluded that there are three areas of significant
cost increases.
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First, with particular regard to Construction and Demolition ("C&D")
material, the Committee noted that, as best it could tell, the tonnage of
C&D material has grown dramatically from 12 tons in 1999 (according to
the State) to an estimated 60 tons in 2001. Correspondingly, the amount
charged by WasteManagement to process this material is estimated for
2001 to be in excess of $6,000 (versus $0 prior to WasteManagement).
Second, regarding compactor rubbish, the committee noted that
WasteManagement's charges have not been properly supported as
required by the contract with the Town. Further, WasteManagement seems
to be overcharging, and has overcharged for some time.
Third, the Town's cost of having WasteManagement haul town
recyclables (including cardboard) is projected to approach $6,000 for the
year.
Finally, on financial aspects, the Committee notes that certain other
expenses, specifically advertising and telephones, might be significantly
high, but recognize their overall impact on the total budget is slight.
Goal #2 - Short-term Improvements
The Committee noted there are short-term solutions that can be
immediately implemented.
First, the Committee unanimously recommends the Town adopt a
much broader fee schedule for the handling of all materials other than
"normal" rubbish that is placed in the compactor. The Committee feels
strongly that such fee schedule is appropriate in light of the significant
expense incurred through the dramatic increase in C&D tonnage. The
Committee also noted that every other nearby town or city has already
implemented similar or more stringent schedules. The committee further
recommends the Town adopt a "punch card" system for the payment of
such fees should the Town adopt the recommended schedule.
Second, the Town can truck our recyclables to Peterborough for no
charge, which would defray the approximate $6,000 expense with
WasteManagement. The Committee, however, recommends this as a
short-term solution ONLY in conjunction with adopting compatible long-
term improvements. The committee is very concerned that dropping
WasteManagement for hauling our recyclables without an acceptable long-
term solution could result in even greater costs to the Town. Peterborough
has verbally agreed to accept any and all of our recyclables, but the
Committee was not able to explore any long-term agreement for such an
arrangement. The Committee, while in favor of hauling to Peterborough
(subject to an acceptable agreement), is less inclined to haul to Keene,
given the greater distance and wear and tear on out town dump truck.
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Goal #3 - Long-term Improvements
The Committee is unanimous that the current operation must be
changed to better protect the Town from future significant increases in
costs. As things stand, the Town is not in control of future costs and should
undertake changes to gain such control.
The Committee concluded the Town has 2 primary options to gain
control of future costs.
First, the Town can enter into a long-term agreement with
Peterborough whereby Peterborough will accept our recyclables for no
charge. It is important to have a long-term agreement because it might
arise where Peterborough might actually incur significant expense in
disposing of their, and our, recyclables should the various materials
markets further decline. Currently, only cardboard has a positive market
price. Absent any formal long-term agreement, Peterborough would likely
seek to stop accepting our recyclables for free, and either imposes costs
and/or stops all deliveries. Should that happen, Greenfield would be in a
worse position than now to dispose of our recyclables.
Second, the Town could expand our existing facility to include a
vertical bailer and equipment (such as a forklift) to move bailed goods
around our facility. Such expansion is estimated to cost a total of $50,000.
The specific costs would be Construction @ $24,500; bailer @
$6,000; forklift @ $15,000; totaling $45,500 plus a contingency fund
equaling 10%, of $4,500.
However, the Committee noted that the fork lift might serve double
duty as a sidewalk snowplow and be purchased through another
department's budget (such equipment already being budgeted); the
construction labor might be significantly reduced through Town Residents
volunteering (similar to an old fashioned barn raising), and the construction
material costs might be defrayed through specific contributions by certain
industries in town. Under such conditions, the total expense might be
reduced to buying a bailer (@ $6,000) and contingency expenses
(increased to $9,000), totaling $15,000.
In summary, the Committee unanimously recommends defraying the
current $6,000+ expense of handling Construction and Demolition ("C&D")
material by adopting a new fee schedule. The Committee unanimously
recommends undertaking one of the two long-term options to gain control
of future expenses,
All the Committee members thank the Selectmen for the opportunity
to serve the town, and look forward to the Selectmen's decision(s).
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT - 2001
The major task facing the Board of Selectmen this past year was the
revitalization of the Greenfield village. This project has made considerable
progress with the completion of the elderly housing building and the
renovation of the old school building, now the new Town Office Building.
Work has started on the fire house expansion, testing for soil contaminants
at the East Coast Steel property is nearing completion and a committee
has been formed to make recommendations on sidewalks and downtown
parking.
If the village revitalization project is our number one task for the coming
year, improvement of the town roads is a very close second. This became
very evident from the winter of 2000-2001 , which caused considerable road
damage. Some dirt roads became impassable. Add our paved roads,
most needing major repairs, and you have the explanation as to the
substantial increase in the highway budget.
We are making progress in the resolving of our legal woes. A settlement
has been made with Mrs. Teng concerning her property on Cavender
Road. We still have other matters needing to be resolved and they can
become expensive. The legal costs alone for the past three years of Mrs.
Teng's lawsuit was almost $25,000. As expensive as this sounds, a
greater cost to the town is the man-hours expended defending these
lawsuits. We have embarked on an ambitious program to revitalize
Greenfield's village, a task requiring a great deal of effort from the Board of
Selectmen. It hurts when we must pull away from this task to prepare for
some legal matter. Hopefully in a couple of years these legal problems will
be behind us.
Our Town Meeting last March marked sixth straight years with no change in
the membership of the Board of Selectmen. This streak came to an end
during the past year when Selectman David Hedstrom had to step down
due to business obligations. David was a key member of the Board and
brought to the position considerable experience as a past member of other
town and state boards, including the position of chairman of the New
Hampshire State Dental Board. George Rainier, a long time member of the






STEERING COMMITTEE - 2001
The steering committee was set up to address certain questions that were
posed by Underwood Engineers. We were to determine where the
sidewalks would be located, what we should have for parking in the
downtown area, what we wanted the Town Common to look like and pick
out and determine the location of new street lights. The committee met on
numerous occasions to discuss our tasks. We walked the downtown area
several times looking at parking, traffic flow, sidewalk locations and lighting.
With the guidance of Keith Pratt from Underwood Engineers we feel that
we have come up with a workable plan for the downtown area and the
sidewalks that will extend to the new school. We hope that the old East
Coast steel lot will be purchased to not only provide a means for septic
treatment for the downtown area but also additional parking and a nice park
area in the center of town. Our goal was to preserve the colonial feel that
the center of our town now enjoys and to make it more pedestrian friendly.
Following much discussion, many conversations with Underwood, and
lighting companies we feel that construction can begin later this summer.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF RE\TNTE ADMINISTRATION
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P. O. BOX 487
CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
for assistance call: (603) 271-2687
SUjVEVLARY EWENTORY of VALUATION
Form MS-1 for 2001
CIT^'yTOW'N ofGREENFIELD IN HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATION
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PRINT NAMES OF cin town OFFICIALS
\
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j
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Lines 1 A. B, C, & D List all improved and unimproved land -
include wells, septic & pa% ing.







1. VALUE OF LAND ONLY- Exclude Amount Listed in Lines 3A 3B i 4
A. Current Use O.t Current Use Values) RSA 79-A (Set Instruction a 1) 11,840.79 ^
B. Consenarion Restrlcrion Assessr-.ent CAt Current Use Values) RSA "?-3
33.93
C. Residential Land (Imprmed and L'nimormed Landi
2,644.14
1 . (DO SOT include Activity Tax LandArea.
D. Commercial/Industrial Land 2. fDO SOT Irutlude Public Utillr/ Landj
559.77
E. Total ofTaxable Land fSum ofLines J.A - I.B ^ l.C - LP:
15,078.63
F. 1 ax Exemct & Non-Taxable Land (S9.876J20 ) 2,144.96
2. VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONL\' - Exclude Amtyurj Listed on Lines 3A. 33 & 4
A Residential
is 39302.167
B. Manufactured Housing as defined in RSA 674:3
1
s 335,850
C. Commerciablndustrial (DO NOT Include Public Utilin Buildingsj s 4, 124,267
D. Total ofTaxable Buildings (Sum oflines 2A - 2.3 - 2.Ci s 43,-6Z2S4
E. Tax Exempt k. Non-Taxable Buildings (S 29,32S.850 )
3. PUBLIC UTILITIES (see RSA 83-F:l Vfor complete defmitionj
A Public Utilities
(Real estatebuildings'sinuctw-eS''mackinery/dynamosdpparcnis.'poles'wiresJixvures cfttll kirMs c
descriptions'pipelines etc.)
B. Other Public Unlities
(Total ofSection B &C from L'tiiity- Surr.rr.aryy
4. MATURE WOOD and TIMBER RSA 79:5 s
5. VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS (Total ofLines LE - 2.D ^ 3.A - 3.B - 4
This ti2ure represents the ^ross sum of ail axable Drooertv in vour niuniciDalit%-.
s S2.54 ,179
6. Improvements to Assist Persons with Disabilities Total = 1 1 gra.nted
RSA 72u37 - a .Actual amount granted S
is
7. School Dining/T)orniitor)/Kitchen Exemption Total # ' ' granted
RS.A 72:23 IV (Standard Exenzpttor Up To SJfO.CCOf>r each.) (See Instruction = 2)
s
8. Water and .Air Pollution Control Exemptions Total « ' ' granted
RS.A 72: 1 2 - a .Acrual amount named S
s
9. MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES





9a. MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES
(Carriedforwardfrom page 2 line 9.) This figure will be usedfor calculating the total equalized value
for your municipality.
S 82,541.179
10. Blind Exemption RSA 73:37 Total* L-J^ granted
Actual amount granted S 15,000
S 1 5,000
U. Elderly Exemption RSA72:39-a&b Tnlnl # 1 7 1 gmnti-H s 232,200
12. Disabled Exemption RSA 72:37-b Total tt 1 i granted
Actual amount granted $ 330,950
s 330,950
13. Wood-Heating Energy Systems Exemption
RSA 72:70
Total U 1 1 granted
Actual amount granted $
s
14. Solar Energy Exemption RSA 72:62 Total a 1 1 granted
Actual amount granted S
s
15. Wind Powered Energy Systems Exemption
RSA 72:66
Tntal a 1 1 gram?H
Actual amount granted S
s
16. Additional School Dining/Dormitory/Kitchen Total # 1 1 granted
Exemptions RSA 72:23 IV (Amounts in excess ofSI50,000 exemption)
s
17. TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Sum ofLines 10 thru 16) s 578,150
18. NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE FOR MUNICIPAL, COUNTY &
LOCAL EDUCATION T.AX IS COMPUTED (Line 9a minus Line 1 7)
s 81,963,029
19. Less Public Utilities (Line 3A) DO NOT include the value ofOTHER public utilities
listed in Line 3B.
s 1.983,776
20. NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES ON WHICH TAX R.ATE FOR STATE




UTILITY SUMMARY: ELECTRIC, GAS, OIL, PIPELINE, WATER & SEWER RSA 83-F
List by individual company/legal entity the valuation of operating plants employed in the production, distribution and transmission of electricity, gas
pipeline, water and petroleum products. Include ONLY the names of the companies listed on the Instruction Sheets. (See Instruction U 3)
SECTION A: LIST ELECTRIC COMPANIES, GENERATING PLANTS, ETC. 2001
attach additional sheet ifneeded.) (See Instruction # 4) VALUATION






Al. TOTAL OF ALL ELECTRIC COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION
(See Instruction i^-tfor the names ofthe limited number ofcompanies)
S 1,983,776




A2. TOTAL OF ALL GAS, OIL & PIPELINE COMPANIES LISTED.






A3. TOTAL OF ALL WATER COMPANIES LISTED.
(See Instructions i^4 for the names of the limited number ofcompanies)
S
GRAND TOTAL VALUATION OF ALL A UTILITY COMPANIES.
(Sum ofLines Al. A2. and A3)
This grand lotal ofall sections must a^ree with the total listed on page 2. line SA.
SECTION B: LIST OTHER UTILIT^i' COMP.\N!ES (Exclude telephone companies). 2001






TOTAL OF ALL OTHER COMPANIES LISTED IN THIS SECTION B.




SECTION C: TOTAL VALUATION OF ALL OTHER UTILITY COMPANIES NOT LlSy^Rs'
SECTION A OR SECTION B. (Attach additional sheet with detail listing and check this box )
2001
VALUATION
TAX CREDITS LIMITS NL.MBEROF
INDIVIDUALS
ESTIM.ATED TAX CREDITS
Paraplegic and double amputees owning specially adapted
homesteads with V.A. assistance. RSA 72:36-a
Unlimited EXEMPT
Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their spouses or
widows, and the widows of veterans who died or were killed on
active duty. RSA 72:35
S700/ 51,400 S
Otherwar service credits. RS.A 72:28 $50/5100 60 5 3,000
TOTAL NUMBER AND AMOUNT 60 S 3,000
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS
RSA 162-K
(Seepaae 11 for instructions)
TIF#I >^ T1F#2 T1Fp3 TIFs4
Date of Adoption
Orisinal assessed value S 5 S S
+ Unretained captured assessed value s S S S
= Amounts used on paae 2 (tax rates) s S s S
^ Retained captured assessed value s S s S
Current assessed value s S s s
LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM
PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
Amounts listed below should not be included in assessed
valuation column on pa^e 2.
MUNICIPALITY
LIST SOURCE(S) OF PA\ .MENT
In Lieu of Taxes
State and Federal Forest Land, Recreation, and'or
Flood Control Land from MS-4, acct. 3356 & 3357.










(From MS-4. Paae I)
VALU.\TION OF PIT .4REA(S)
The valuation amoimis listed In this section must not be
included in [he assessed valuation column on page 2
DR.\ Form MS-1
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ELDERLY EXEMPTION REPORT - RSA 72:39-a
NUMBER OF APPLICANTS WITH FNITl.M.
APPLICATION FOR ELDERLY EXEMPTION FOR
CURENT YEAR
TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS GRANTED AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION FOR








S 40,000 5 40,000 40,000
60,000 60,000 .112,200
232,200
CURRENT USE REPORT - RSA 79-A








RECEIVIN'G 20% RECREATION ADKJSTMENT
FOREST LAND
9,124.36











833.33 TOTAL S OF OWNERS IN CURRENT USE
193
TOTAL 11,840.79
TOTAL # OF PARCELS IN CURRENT USE 298
CONSERVATION RESTRICTION ASSESSMENT REPORT - RSA 79-B








R£CEIVIN'G 20% RECREATION ADnJSTMENT
FOREST LAND
14.95









TOT.^L # OF OWNERS IN CONSERVATION
RESTRICTION 3
TOTAL 33.95 TOTAL # OF PARCELS IN CONSERVATION
RESTRICTION
3
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS - RSA 79-C
TOTALS OF ACRES IN
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS
TOTAL n OF OWNERS GRANTED
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS
GRANTED;





DEBITS LEVY OF 2001 LEVY OF 2000 LEVY OF 1999
UNCOLLECTED TAXES 1/1/2001
PROPERTY TAXES 208, 946.53
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 470.63 1,113.96
EXCAVATION TAX 1 , 492.96
TAXES COMMITTED IN 2001
PROPERTY TAXES 2, 243, 440.09
LAND USE CHANGE 5, 800.00
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 21,249.50
OVERPAYMENTS
PROPERTY TAXES 13, 125.28
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 10.03
INTEREST COLLECTED 1, 683.90 6,119.20














CONVERSION TO LIEN (YIELD)
CONVERSION TO LIEN (PROPERTY)
ABATEMENTS
PROPERTY TAXES 10,012.34 25.40
UNCOLLECTED TAXES 12/31/2001
PROPERTY TAXES 317,044.69
LAND USE CHANGE 1 , 400.00
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 728.39 224.61
EXACVATION TAXES 1,492.96

































TOTAL CREDITS 121,903.32 97,433.96 73, 732.24 93, 554.62
A LIST CONTAINING THE NAMES AND AMOUNTS OF UNPAID TAXES AND UNREDEEMED
TAX LIENS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2001 IS AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC VIEWING AT THE
TOWN OFFICES DURING REGULAR BUSINESS HOURS.




Tax Rate Comparison Chart





































































Federal Lien Filing Fee
Marriage Licenses
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Motor Vehicles Stickers/Plates Fees
Motor Vehicle Title Filing Fees
UCC Filing Fees
UCC Search Fees
Vital Certified Copies & Search Fees
Wet Lands Filing Fees
Pole License Fee
Returned checks & refunds
Town Charges

















"I hereby certify that this is a true report of receipts and transmittals during




TOWN MEETING March 13.2001
Meeting opened at 10:00 a.m. by Moderator, Peter Hopkins, who began by
reading Article land 1B of the Warrant. Robert Geisel led the assembly in
the Pledge of Allegiance. Linda Dodge, Supervisor of the Checklist read
the checklist with 918 names.
The polls closed at 7:00 p.m. after which the ballots were counted. There
were 164 ballots cast 5 of which were absentee, with the following results:
Article 1: To elect Town Officers for the ensuing year.
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS: Conrad Dumas received 128 votes,
therefore Conrad Dumas elected for the ensuing three years.
TREASURER FOR ONE YEAR: Nancie Valhinger received 133 votes,
therefore Nancie Valhinger elected for the ensuing year.
FIRE CHIEF FOR ONE YEAR: Loren White received 155 votes, therefore
Loren White elected for the ensuing year.
BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS: (Vote for two) Albert H.
Burtt received 127 votes and Bruce Dodge received 139 votes, therefore
Albert H. Burtt and Bruce Dodge elected for the ensuing three yea.rs.
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR THREE YEARS: (Vote for one) Virginia
Hillegass received 147 votes, therefore Virginia Hillegass elected for the
ensuing three years.
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER FOR THREE YEARS: (Vote for two) John
Hopkins received 133 votes and Donald Winslow received 130 votes,
therefore John Hopkins and Donald Winslow elected for the ensuing three
years.
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST FOR SIX YEARS: (Vote for one)
Bruce Dodge received 145 votes, therefore Bruce Dodge elected for the
ensuing six years.
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TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THREE YEARS: (Vote for one) J.
Robert Plourde received 136 votes, therefore J. Robert Plourde elected for
the ensuing three years.
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR TWO YEARS: (Vote for one) Jarvis
Adams, IV received 142 votes , therefore Jarvis Adams, IV elected for
ensuing two years.
CONVAL DISTRICT MODERATOR FOR ONE YEAR: Peter Hopkins
received 140 votes.
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER FOR TWO YEARS: Aaron Kullgren received
142 votes.
Article 1B To vote on proposed amendments to the zoning ordinance.
Amendment Number 1 : Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as
follows; This amendment would allow personal wireless service facilities
within particular areas of Greenfield and would grant the Planning Board
sufficient control to assure maximum compatibility with the visual and
environmental features of the Town.
YES 127 NO 34
Amendment Number 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinances
as follows: This amendment would establish reasonable and uniform
provisions to regulate sexually orientated businesses in the Town of
Greenfield, NH so as to minimize problems commonly associated with
sexually-orientated businesses.
YES 125 NO 34
Amendment Number 3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as
follows: This amendment would allow the Planning Board to assess an
Impact fee on development in order to help meet the needs occasioned by
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the development for the construction of improvement of capital facilities
owned or operated by the Town.
YES 118 NO 40
Amendment Number 4: Are you in favor of Amendment No. 4 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
Height control of towers for personal wireless service facilities would be
subject to the personal wireless services facility regulations.
YES 133 NO 29
Amendment Number 5: Are you in favor of Amendment No. 5 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
This amendment would allow the temporary placement of manufactured
housing on a lot where the existing dwelling was unusable because of a
catastrophe.
YES 147 NO 16
Amendment Number 6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the town ordinance as
follows: This amendment would allow the temporary placement of
manufactured housing on a lot during construction of a permanent dwelling
for that lot.
YES 137 NO 26
CONVAL Warrant Articles
Article 1. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District 1) raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,750,000 (Gross Budget) for the building,
renovating and equipping of the schools of the ConVal District.
Article 2. To authorize the issuance of $4,750,000 of bonds and notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSAChapter
33); and
Article 3. To authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon? (CONVAL School
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Board designates this article as a SPECIAL warrant article and
RECOMMENDS adoption of this article.)
YES 85 NO 73
Article 4. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District appoint the salaries
of the School Board and fix the connpensation of any other officers or
agents of the District as follows: School Board Chair, $700.; each
member, $500.; Treasurer, $2,000; Moderator, $100.; School Board Clerk,
$70. per meeting.
YES 121 no 38
Article 5. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District accept the reports
of Agents, Auditors, Committees, and Officers chosen?
YES 141 NO 15
Article 6. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District employ an
independent auditing firm to audit the financial records of the District for
the 2000-2001 school year?
YES 136 NO 26
Article 7. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District raise and
approphate as a gross operating budget, not including appropriations by
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling $28,730,203, or as amended by vote of the first
session. Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$28,419,333, which is the same as last year., with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Contoocook Valley School District or by
law or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance
with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only.
YES 99 NO 58
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Article 8. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District 1) raise and
appropriate the sum of up to $175,000 to be added to the Elementary
Schools Building Captial Reserve Fund, as previously established pursuant
to the provision of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of the Elementary Schools
Building Project; and 2) authorize the transfer of that amount from June 30,
2001 fund balance for this purpose? (This amount is equivalent to the
interest earned on bond proceeds transferred to the general fund on or
before June 30, 2001.) (The ConVal School Board designates this article
as a SPECIAL warrant article and RECOMMENDS adoption of this article.
YES 108 NO 52
Article 9. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District raise and
appropriate the sum of up to $50,000 to be added to the Elementary
Schools Building Capital Reserve Fund, as previsously established
pursuant to the provision of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of the Elementary
Schools Building Project, with such amount to be funded from the year end
undesignated fund balance available on July 1, 2001? (This amount
represents up to $50,000 from the June 30, 2001 general fund surplus.)
(The Conval School Board designates this article as a SPECIAL warrant
article and RECOMMENDS adopltion of this article.)
YES 106 NO 56
Article 10. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District raise and
appropriate the sum of $30,000 for the purchase of supplies and
equipment necessary to implement the District's Emergency Management
Plan according to FEMA guidelines. (The ConVal School Board
designates this article as a SPECIAL warrant article and RECOMMENDS
adoption of this article.)
YES 114 NO 46
Article 11. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District 1) raise and
appropriate the sum of up to $50,000 to be added to the Special Education
Trust Fund, as previously established pursuant to the provisions of RSA
198:20-C, and 2) to authorize the transfer of an amount not to exceed said
amount of $50,000 from June 30, 2001 undesignated fund balance to the
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trust fund? (The ConVal School Board designates this article as a
SPECIAL warrant article and RECOMMENDS adoption of this article.)
YES 106 NO 58
Article 12. Shall the Contoocook Valley School District establish a fund to
be known as the Renovation and Expansion Reserve Fund for the District's
Applied Tech;nology Center under RSA 188-e:10, for the purpose of
funding renovation and expansion costs not funded by the state, and which
may include funding for the replacement of equipment? (The ConVal
School Board designates this article as a SPECIAL warrant article and
RECOMMENDS adoption of this article.)
YES 108 NO 56
Article 13. Move that the Contoocook Valley School Disthct Selectmen's
Advisory Committee appoint a committee consistin of two (2 members
each from Antrim and Peterborough and one ezch from all other towns.
One member shall be a current member of the School Board.
The Committee will select its own chairman. The committee will
evaluate and determine the feasibility of building a new high school in the
Antrim/Bennington area to complement the present high school and report
by October 1 , 2001 to the School Board and to the public. (By Petition)





Town Meeting reconvened on March 16, 2001, at 7:10 p.m. Moderator,




There will be no smoking in the Hall.
2. Unless otherwise directed before meeting starts we will follow the
warrant as printed.
3. Anyone wishing to speak to an article wait to be recognized, rise, and
state your name.
4. Every article should have a fair hearing, therefore a motion to pass over
an article will not be accepted.
5. Any person wishing to speak to an article the second time must wait
until all those who wish to speak have a chance to speak.
6. When someone wishes to propose an amendment to an article, please
write the motion the way you want it worded, so the Clerk will be sure to
have the wording you wish.
7. Once a motion has been made and seconded, general discussion will
be entertained after the person making the motion has a chance to
speak to the motion.
8. All votes will be taken as a voice vote, unless otherwise requested or it
voice vote to close to call.
9. Lastly, if Moderator has made a ruling that the assembly disagrees with
they may overturn the ruling by majority vote.
A couple of announcements before continuing, Charlie Bass will be here
tomorrow between 1 and 11a.m. in the Town Hall, anyone with any
thoughts, ideas, or questions he would like to have us meet with him.
Secondly, I think by now everyone has received in the mail their 91
1
numbers and we insist that if you have not already posted your number at
your entrance that you do so, for your protection.
Article 3. Motion made and seconded to see if the town will join in a
cooperative effort with the Greenfield Historical Society to construct an
archival and artifact storage facility on lot #8, tax map V-1 . The Greenfield
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Historical Society will provide up to $160,000.00 for the construction of the
building. Upon completion the town will assume ownership of the building
with the Historical Society having the right to share the archival storage
unit forever and have sole use of the remaining portion of the building
forever or take any action relative thereto. There were many questions and
much discussion about different options the Historical Society had thought
about before this: such as sharing the space in the expanded Library,
making use of the old town office building that is soon to be vacated. Jerry
Adam's explained their reasoning for not making use of existing buildings.
It was determined that if we vote for this article as written, it would lock us
into using this particular lot, the article was submitted mainly to get the feel
of the townspeople as to the idea. Most of the people talking to this article
were in favor of the concept of having a building to store town archival
materials in an area that would help preserve the materials, they felt that
the article did not clearly specify the agreement between town and
historical society. Motion failed.
Article 1 A. Motion made to hear the reports of agents, auditors, standing
committees, or other officers heretofore, chosen and to pass any vote
relative thereto. Debby Marsh announced that the Scottish Games would
again be at Oak Park, and welcomed anyone who would like to participate
in helping with the work that weekend to call. Denise Fox has been
appointed the coordinator this year. There were no other reports.
Article 4. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote to
discontinue the Town Hall Roof Reserve Fund created in 1989. Said
funds, with accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, are to be
transferred to the municipalities general fund. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee)
Original intent was to put aside $70,000 because we thought we had to
replace the slate roof, now we find that the roof has been repaired and is
good for now and we don't need the money for that purpose but can use it
to offset other expenses to the town, but need to have a vote by town to
take it out of this fund. Article passed in the affirmative.
Article 5. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the amount of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000.00)
for the purpose of completing the necessary repairs to the Greenvale
Cemetery Stonewall or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by
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Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee) This article was voted on
before but person who originally bid last year was for $10,000.00 which
was used but wasn't enough to finish the job, this is an article submitted by
the Cemetery Committee and no one here from that committee to explain.
The contractor has signed a contract to complete for this amount. Vote in
the affirmative.
Article 6. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars
($25,000.00) for the legal defense for Town Officials, due to multiple recent
court actions, or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board
of Selectmen and Budget Committee) The town has been advised to be
more in a position to do less defense and more offense in terms with what
we are dealing with (explanation by Selectman) and this money is needed
to do that, if this is not used than the amount will be returned to the town.
We've,spent $54,000 on legal defense and we still have pending cases, we
may have a case of interfering with the government. Ask that the
Selectmen take a look at Department or individual who is creating the
liability for the town. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 7. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty-two Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty
Dollars ($62,750.00) for the purpose of revaluating the Town of Greenfield
over a two year period to avoid being mandated by the State of New
Hampshire to do so or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee) We have not revaluated
since 1990, issue now is that the State will probably be mandated to get
this done. Its not really a question if we do this, we have to do it. Concern
that we not do it until we know what the uniform standards are before we
do anything. The State will be monitoring the revaluation, if it doesn't make
sense to do it now, we won't do it, but we would like to get in line. Vote in
the affirmative.
Article 8. Motion made and seconded to see if town will vote to raise and
appropriate the amount of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000.00) for the
purpose of painting the Meeting House and the new Town Office Building
or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee) Questioned as to why this was not included in the
Bond voted last year for the projects. The explanation was that the
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painting job was taken out of the Bond Issue since it was felt that we could
get it done for less by using local contractors, also the Meeting House was
not included in the Bond Issue, and the painting of the new office building
was taken out. The bond issue was only for construction. The Selectmen
felt they should be cautious and should exclude the expense of painting
and paving from the bond so that we would not run short to complete the
project. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 9. Motion made and seconded to see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the amount of Seventy Five Hundred Dollars
($7,500.00).for the purpose of paving the parking lot at the new Town
Office Building (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee) This article was discussed along with Article #8, as to why it
was not included in bond issue. Vote in the Affirmative.
Article 10. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the amount of Fifteen Thousand Four Hundred
Twenty Five Dollars ($1 5,425.00) for the purpose of installation of an
irrigation system at Oak Park. This Warrant Article is 50% reimbursable
with the acceptance of a recreation grant. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee) Lisa Betz said she is applying for a
grant and if we get it the town will be reimbursed for half the cost. If we
don't get the grant than we don't spend the money and the money will go
into the general fund. But all the money has to be voted. Vote in the
affirmative.
Article 11. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Thousand Seven
Hundred and Forty Dollars ($400,740.00) to support the operation and
maintenance of town property or take any action relative thereto. The
reason for raising the amount to be raised was heating oil in the new Office
Building would run higher. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and
Budget Committee) Majority vote required. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 12. Motion made and seconded to see to see if the municipality will
raise and appropriate the amount of Fifty One Thousand One Hundred
Fifty Dollars ($51,1 50.00) to support the Fire Department or take any
action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee) Majority vote required. Loren White moved the article and
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proposed increasing the line item Equipment by $2,000 to purpose more
personal equipment. The item gasoline was left out of the book which was
$950.00 but was included already in the total. Article now reads to raise
and appropriate the amount of Fifty Three Thousand One Hundred Fifty
Dollars ($53, 1 50.00) for the support of the Fire Department. Vote in the
affirmative.
Article 13. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the amount of Three Hundred Twelve Thousand
Seventy Four Dollars ($312,074.00) for the operation of the Highway
Department or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board
of Selectmen and Budget Committee) Majority vote required. Vote in the
affirmative.
Article 14. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the amount of Thirty Thousand Sixty Three Dollars
($30,063.00) to support the Stephenson Memorial Library or take any
action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee) Majority vote required. Slight increase this year is entirely due
to heating oil price increase. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 15. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the amount of Twenty Nine Thousand Four Hundred
Forty Two Dollars ($29,442.00) to support Parks and Recreation or take
any action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and
Budget Committee) Majority vote required. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 16. Motion made and seconded to see if municipality will vote to
raise and appropnate the amount of One Hundred Twenty Eight Thousand
Three Hundred Eighty Six Dollars ($128,386.00) to support the Police
Department or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board
of Selectmen and Budget Committee) Majority Vote required. Gary
Gagnon feels he needs a little help with paper work, some of the officers
would be willing to come in a few hours and do this, which could be done
for another $1,600.00.
Catherine Robitaille questioned the Police Budget:
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Why DARE program not in the budget this year was it because he was not
doing it any more, answer, "Correct". Then she had a 3 part question for
Gary, Why only $130 used out of last years training budget of $350?
What are the plans for the $500 item for training in the budget this year and
will any of it be used for anger management? Gary answered by saying
they had been doing only the bare minimum of training in the last few years
because could find no one to do training, but now Glenn will be doing this,
and he would not dignify last question with an answer. She then asked to
make a statement that the people pay close attention to increases in salary
and question whether they deserve it or not, for the money the;y are
costing the town and not even living in town to feel the effect to their
pockets. (This is not a verbatim statement, since a copy was not given to
the Clerk.) Amendment made and seconded to increase the P/T wages by
$1 ,600 Amendment voted in the affirmative. The article now reads to raise
and appropriate the sum of $129,986.00. Vote in the affirmative.
Article 17. Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the amount of Ninety Three Thousand , Seven
Hundred Fifty Seven Dollars ($93,757.00) for the support of the Recycling
Center or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee) Majority vote required. Vote in the
affirmative.
The reason for the increase of $1 1 ,000.00 to printed article is to replace
the motor in the loader used mostly at the Recycling Center but also some
of the time in summer used by Highway Department. Vote in the
affirmative
Article 18. To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting and we do have something that needs to come up. Loren
White, Fire Department Chief, made the motion which was seconded to
see if the voters would allow the Fire Department to look into becoming
members of the Souhegan Mutual Aid System. At this point there would
be no further expense to the town. They would like to check into it. Vote in
the affirmative. Robert Marshall proposed a resolution to a have
Selectmen appoint a committee to work with Members of the Historical
Society to work out a plan for an archival & artifacts building and report
back to Meeting next year. Vote in the affirmative.
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Question about progress on the downtown project. David Hedstrom said
there is a report in the Annual Report. Hopefully sidewalks will go in next
fall, the new town office building is almost ready to move into. No other
questions came before the meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 10:15 p.m.
Respectively submitted,
Frances Kendall, Town Clerk
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TOWN OFFICIALS & COMMITTEES 2001
NAME ELECTED/APPOINTED/ VOLUNTEER TERM EXPIRES
BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Albert Burtt E 2004
Bruce Dodge E 2004
Robert 0. Geisel, Jr., Chairman E 2003
John Hopkins E 2003
Aaron Kullgren E 2002
Linda Nickerson E 2002
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Peter Hopkins A
CEMETERY TRUSTEES & TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Jarvis Adams IV E 2003
Albert Burtt E 2002
J. Robert Plourde E 2004
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
Thomas Adams A 2004
Dario Carerra A 2004
Ray Cilley, Chairman A 2001
Karen Day A 2002
Marilyn Fletcher, Ping Brd Rep A 2004
Roger Lassard,V.C. A 2002
David Voymas A 2002
ELECTIONS/REGISTRATIONSA/ITAL STATISTICS
Sheldon Carbee, Ballot Insp A
Bruce Dodge, Checklist Super E 2007
Linda Dodge, Checklist Super Ch E 2006
Robert C. Geisel, Jr., Ballot Insp A
Frances Kendall, Town Clerk E 2003
Virginia Martin, Checklist Super E 2002
Cheryl Paakkonen, Dep Town Clk A
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EXECUTIVE
Jerry Adams, Selectman E 2002
Conrad Dumas, Selectman Ch E 2004
David Hedstrom, Sel. (resigned) E 2003
Peter Hopkins, Moderator E 2002
Debra Nutting, Admin. Assistant A
George Rainier, Selectman A 2002
Catherine P. Shaw, Bookkeeper A
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Robert C. Geisel, Tax Collector E 2002
Patricia McClusky, Dep.Tax Coll. A
Nancie Vaihinger, Treasurer E 2002
Diane Weeks, Dep Treasurer A
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Stephen Coombs, Captain V
Matthew Fox, Deputy Chief V
David Hall, Emergency Mgt Dir. A
David Hall, Rescue Captain V
Peter Hopkins, Code Enf Officer V
Jeffrey LaCourse, Rescue Lt V
David Martin, Rescue Chief V
Jim Plourde, Lt. V
Clifford Russell, Dep Fire Warden V
Greg Sandquist, Captain V
Greg Sandquist, Dep Fire Warden V
Charles Stevenson, Fire Warden V
Lennie Weeks, Lt. V
Loren White, Chief E 2002
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS






Robert Flagg, Jr. A
Lawrence Fox A
Matthew Fox A




Irene Ewing, Trustee E 2003
Ginny Hillegass, Trustee E 2004
Gail Smith, Assistant Librarian A
Velma Stone, Librarian A




Lisa Betz, Parks Rep. V
David Corliss V
Adele Gagnon V
John Hopkins. Chairman V
Gary Pierson V
PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Vincent Anfuso A
Sheena Baldwin A






Jarvis Adams, III, Select. Rep. A
Jean Cernota, Secretary E 2003
Marilyn Fletcher, Chairperson E 2002
Valli Mannings, Alternate A
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PLANNING BOARD (continued)
John Hopkins, Member E
Michael Kavenagh, Alternate A
Robert Marshall, Vice Ch. E
George Rainier, Alt. Sel. Rep. E
Donald Winslow, Treasurer E
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Craig Edsall, Officer A
Mitchell Foster Corporal A
Gary W. Gagnon, Chief A
Scott Quilty, Sergeant A




Robert Flagg, Jr. A
Frank Pelkey, Supervisor A




























Mason & Rich, PA A
WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
Debra Nutting, Human Serv. Dir. A
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
John Gryval, Vice Chairman A




Sharon Rossi, Secretary A
Dale Sanford, Alternate A
Loren White, Alternate A
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TOWN PROPERTY LIST 2001
LOT LOCATION AREA LAND BUILDING TOTAL
R2-19 27/29 DPW Drive 7.00 59,200 87,800 147,000
R4-13 Francestown Rd-Goodwin .70 13,700 13,700
R4-29 Oak Park 20.00 232,600 23,300 255,900
R4-43 Forest Rd Old Dump .25 400 400
R4-46A Shea Cemetery .02 50 50
R4-57 Off Forest Rd Swamp 50.00 18,900 18,900
R4-68 Off Forest Rd Meadow 5.70 4,700 4,700
R5-8.2 Francestown Rd - Fleck 8.40 179 179
R5-18 Savage Rd Land 54.00 55,850 55,850
R6-24 Slip Rd -Foss Mem. Land 34.62 4,377 4,377
R7-13 Whittimore Cemetery .50 19,900 19,900
R7-28 Greenvale Cemetery 23.00 221,050 221,050
R7-35 Forest/Miner Rd Triangle .20 8,950 8,950
R7-36 Forest Rd Gravel Bank .60 20,050 20,050
R9-37 Holden Rd - Fletcher 9.00 17,550 17,550
S1-11 Zephyr Lake Rd - Kanner 1.00 15,300 15,300
S1-30 Zephyr Lake Beach .25 17,900 17,900
S2-32 Sunset Lake Beach 1.00 167,450 1,450 168,900
V1-4 828 Forest Rd - Peasley .50 39,620 39,620
V1-6 814 Forest Rd Fire Sta. 2.50 84,950 135,500 220,450
V1-8 Forest Rd - Lefvebre 2.20 40,400 40,400
V1-12 7 Sawmill Rd Town Off. .30 49,800 369,600 419,400
V1-13 Sawmill Rd Ball Field 3.10 62,100 62,100
V2-6 Old Cemetery Mtg Hse 2.50 69,850 69,850
V3-22 761 Forest Rd Library .46 51,700 110,500 162,200
V3-31 14 Francestown Rd T.Off. 45,750 65,500 111,250
V3-39 776 Forest Rd Meeting Hse 1.80_ 100,700 320,850 421,550
1,422,976 1,114,500 2,537,476
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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
In the past it has been the practice to disperse money received from the
sale of cemetery lots both into the trust fund and a portion into the town's
general fund. The Trustees are now asking that all of these funds go into
trust. This wish was presented to Terry Knowles of the Attorney General's
Office, who indicated that this is in fact the practice of most towns but not
knowing how the present disbursement came about she recommended that
the question be brought up at town meeting 2002.
Further on this subject, the Trustees have become aware that these same
moneys received from sale of cemetery lots since 1996, totaling $4,000.00,
has inadvertently been dispersed along with interest earned for the
maintenance of cemetery property. To correct this problem, $2,000.00 per
year for the next two years will be withheld from the interest earned from
the cemetery trust funds and it will be put into a new certificate of deposit.
This CD will hold and track all future money received.
Another problem recognized by the Trustees is our failure to meet on a
regular and announced schedule. To that end we will meet every three
months at the town offices and Trustee Jarvis Adams has graciously
undertaken the very important job of recording secretary.
The repair of the stone wall at Greenvale has finally been completed. The
constant delay of this project had resulted in an unpredicted decay of the
wall in a few places. The extra money needed for the final completion of
the project was found in a cash reserve held by the trustees.
On a miscellaneous note, money is being appropriated to clean up the
North fence at Greenvale of brush and overhanging trees. This should
begin soon after the ground firms up. Money is also being appropriated to
repair that same fence.
The year has seen a decrease in our total funds. As a result of a majority
vote at the annual town meeting the capital reserve funds were withdrawn
to be expended on the town office building. The cemetery trust funds paid
out the major portion of its cash reserves ($10,000.00) for repairs to the
stonewall at Greenvale.
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With the current rate that certificates of deposit are paying, the cash
available in the various accounts will be substantially less than in past
years. The one bright spot is the cemetery accounts, which are locked in
until August of 2004 at 5.83%.
Respectfully submitted, Trustees
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DATE
RESIDENT BIRTH REPORT FOR GREENFIELD
01/01/2001 -12/31/2001
CHILD'S NAME PLACE OF BIRTH PARENTS
02/09/01 Pineau, Jonathan James











05/08/01 ' Lachance, Briar Shaw
05/08/01 McCarthy, Hannah Nourine
06/21/01 Mattil, Matthew Robert
07/08/01 Frazier, Elijah James
07/1 1/01 Harnish, Aila Elizabeth
07/1 9/0
1
Cilley , Taylor Ashton
08/29/01 Levesque, Jillian Fay





Peterborough, NH David Mattil
Amanda Mattil
Peterborough, NH Thomas Frazier
Mary Frazier
Peterborough, NH Jeffrey Harnish
Jaime Harnish
Peterborough, NH Mark Cilley
Rhonda Cilley




'I hereby certify that the above returns are correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief."
TOWN CLERK Frances F. Kendall
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State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Greenfield, in the County of Hillsborough and State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Meeting House in said Greenfield on Tuesday, the 12th
day of March 2002 next, to act on the following subjects. The polls will be open at the Town
Meeting House from 10:00 am - 7:00 pm.
Article 1: To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing.
Article 1(a): To hear the reports of agents, auditors, standing committees, or other officers
heretofore, and chosen and to pass any vote relative thereto.
Article 1(b): To vote by ballot on the following proposed amendments to the Greenfield Zoning
Ordinance.
Amendment #1.
Amend paragraph H, in SECTION IV to read:
H. it shall be unlawful for the owner or occupant of any premises to have or permit thereon more
than two unregistered motor vehicles unless kept in a fully enclosed structure. Vehicles that
are registered shall be inspected and considered roadworthy. This shall not apply to vehicles
used on the premises for agriculture or any work where registration is not required. A special
exemption can be granted by the Board of Adjustment for ongoing vehicle restoration
involving more than two unregistered motor vehicles. Any deviation from the above will be
deemed a "junk yard".
Violations of the foregoing shall be punishable by a fine of not more than S20.00. Each day
of non-compliance shall constitute a separate offense.
Amendment #2.
Add to SECTION lb of the Business District, SECTION 3 of the General Residence District, and
SECTION 3. Of the Rural/Agricultural District the following exception:
"No building addition shall have to be set back from the lot line any further than any
existing building on the lot."
Article 2: To see if the Municipality will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter into a four year
lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a 10 Wheel Dump Truck for the Highway Department,
and to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Nine Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty One
Dollars ($29,851.00) for the first years payment for that purpose. This lease agreement contains
an escape clause . (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee.) Majority vote
required.
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Article 3 : To see if the Municipality will vote to enter into an agreement authorizing the sale of
the property identified as Map V1- Lot 4 to the Historical Society for an amount to be no less than
Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000). This purchase will allow the historical society to construct
an archival storage building. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee.)
Article 4: To see if the Municipality will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
Thirty Two Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($32,500.00) for the purpose of funding additional
costs associated with the Municipal Improvements project. The additional funds will be utilized as
follows:
Painting the Gym $4,500.00
Heat & Lights for the Gym 4,500.00
Refinishing the Gym Floor 7,500.00
Energy Efficient Replacement Windows 16,000.00
$32,500.00
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee.)
Article 5: To see if the Municipality will vote to authonze the selectmen to resume the snow
removal from Ice House Lane. (Petitioned Article)
Article 6 : To see if the Municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Five
Hundred Eleven Thousand, One Hundred Twenty Eight Dollars ($511,128.00) to support the
operation and maintenance of town property. Allocation as follows: (Recommended by Board of









General Government Buildings 31,966
Health Agencies 5,087
Insurance 13,600
interest of Bond 80,000
Interest on TAN 11,000
Legal Expenses 30,000
Other General Government 44,750
Patriotic Purposes 1,000
Payroll Expenses 25,625
Planning & Zoning 12,875







Code Books $ 500 Advertising 700
Dues & Subs. 200 Checklist/Ballot Wages 1,200
Education 800 Computer Support 3,300
General Supplies 100 Deputy Clerk Wage 2,100
Mileage 800 Dues & Subs. 20





Town Clerk/Other Comp 7,000




AA-Salary 536,388 Assessing 520,000
Clerical Wage 25,625 Auditing 8,300
Contract Svs 1,000 Computer Support 4,000
Education 800 Contract Svs 1,700
Insurance-Dental 2,450 Dues & Subs. 100
Insurance-Disability 470 Education 500
Insurance-Health 20,150 Mileage 270
Insurance-Life 68 Office Equip. 2,000
Mileage 300 Postage 1,500
Moderator Salary 112 Redemption Fees 900
Retirement 2,567 Tax Collector -Other 5,200
Selectmen's Salary 3,935 Tax Collector- Deputy 500






















Dues & Subs. 250
Electricity 3,500
General Supplies 2,800
Heating Fuel- New BIdg 7,000
Misc. 350






Town Office Equip. 900
Town Web Site 1,500
$44,750
Article 7: To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Fifty Nine
Thousand, Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars (59,750.00) to support the Fire Department. Allocation
as follows; (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee.) Majority vote
required.




















































Article 8: To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of
Four Hundred Seventeen Thousand, Seven Hundred Twenty Six Dollars ($417,726.00) for
the operation of the Highway Department. Allocation as follows: (Recommended by Board of




Calcium Chloride - Summer 5,000
Drainage Material 10,000
Drug/Alcohol Testing 500






















Salt & Sand 13,500










Article 9: To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Thirty Seven
Thousand, Seven Hundred Twenty Six Dollars ($37,726.00) to support the Stephenson
Memorial Library. Allocation as follows: (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee.) Majority Vote required.
Books & Periodicals $4,700
Building Repairs/Mai nt. 700
Computer Support/Maint. 200










Article 10: To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Fifty One
Thousand, Nine Hundred Thirty Dollars ($51,930) to support the Parks & Recreations











Little League Expense 1,200
Little League insurance 100
Mileage 150






: To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of One
Hundred Thirty Seven Thousand, Five Hundred Four Dollars ($137,504.00) to support the
Police Department. Allocation as follows: (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget

























Article 12: To see if the Municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the amount of Eighty Five
Thousand, Twenty Two Dollars ($85,022.00) to support the Recycling Center. Allocation as












Insurance - Health 11,600













Article 13: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. Given
under our hand and seal this 19th day of February in the year of our Lord Two Thousand Two.




George P. Rainier, Selectman




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
„„ GREENFIELD
OF:
Appropriations and Estimates oi Revenue ior tne Ensuing Year January 1, to December 31,
or Fiscal Year From Jan. 1, 2002 ^^ Decenber 31, 200 2
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 appUcatle to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire hudget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating tudg'et and all special and individual warrant articles must he posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must he posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the to-svn clerh, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the above address.
This is to certify that this budget was posted with the warrant on the (date) February 25, 2002
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN^
Please sign in ink.
C^y^^Y^Xi di.{J^rr^l
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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Budget - Town/Citv of Greenfield 2002
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS MARR. Prior Year A3 Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acet. # (RSA 32:3,V) AST.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECCKMENDED) (NOT RECOMENDEDl
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
1130-4139 Executive 6 85,719 82 759.39 93,865
4140-4149 Election, Req. & Vital Statistics 6 17,914 15,347.69 19,885
41S0-4151 Fxnancial Admin-iotration 6 28,584 26,166.13 52,290
4152 Revaluation of Prooerty
4153 Leaal Exoensa
6 25,000 29,950.27 30,000
41SS-4159 Personnal Administration
6 22,826.5! ! 23,081.00 25,625
4191-4193 Planning C Zonina 6 13,467 6,736.59 12,895
4194 General Govern::i«nt Buildinqa 6 39,849 34,785.58 31,966
4195 Cemeteries 6 11,115 8,763.26 4,315
4196 . Insurance 6 13,287 12,365.48 13,600
4197 Advertiainq S Keqional Assoc. 6 2,554 2,554.25 2,745
4199 Other General GovarniUMint 6 41,185 37,078.27 44,750
PUBLIC SAFETY' xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4210-4214 Polica 11 129,986 126,391.29 137,504
4215-4219 Anbulanca 6 2,400 2,400
4220-4229 Eire 7 53,150 48,422.5 ! 59,750
4240-4249 Buildina Inaoaccion
6 6,600 4,621.9 1 5,400
4290-4298 Emerqencv Hanaqereant
4299 Othar (Ineluding Conamnicacion,)
A]RPORT/A\TATIOX CENTER xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309 Airport Ctoerations
HIGHWAYS <& STREETS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4311 Aaiiiiniscratlon
4312 Hignwaya & Streacs 8 312,074 303,246.4 i 417,726
4313 Bndqaa
4316 Street Liohtinq 6 3,800 3,256.41 3,800
4319 Other
SANTTATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4321 ;^„.,tr,t.on 12 93,757 94 540 72 85 022
4323 Solid Haste Collection
4324 Solid Waata Diaooaal
4325 Solid Haste Clean-uo
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Budget - Town/City of Greenfield FY 2002
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
: Acct.# (RSA 32:3,V) ART.S Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED!
SANITATION cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
|4326-4329|S«»aqa Coll. t Dl3
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administration
4332 Water Sarvices
4335-4339 Wat«r Treatment, Conserv.fi Other
ELECTRIC XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 AcMin. and Generation
4353 Purchase Costs
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration
4414 Pest Control
4415-4419 Health Agencies £ Hoso
.
i Other 6 3,940 3,782 5,087
WELFARE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4441-4442 Administration S, Diroct Assist. 6 11 820 16 749 4( 16 950
4444 Intarqovar-nmGntal Wolfar a PyTnntE
4445-4449 Vendor Pavroents 6 Other
CLT.TURE & RECREATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4520-4529 Parka fi Recreation 10 44,867 27,062.2' 51,930
4550-4559 Library 9 30,063 28, 504.1: 37,726
4583 Patriotic Purposes
6 1,000 973.9; 1,000
4589 Other Culture £ Raciroation
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin. & Purch . of Nat. Resources 6 1,425 650 2,575
4619 Other Conservation
4631-4632 REDEVELOPNLNT & HOUSING
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPiMENT
DEBT SER\TCE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Lonq Term Bonds £ Notes
6 30,000 30,000 30,000
4721 Interost-Lonq Term Bonds & Notes
6 10,000 10,912.5( 80,000
4723 Int. on Tajc Anticipation Notes
6 15,000 16,627.3f 11,000
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures
Acct.# (RSA 32:3.V) ART.# Approved by DRA Prior Year
APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (WOT RECOMMENDED)
DEBT SERVICE cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
|4790-4799lotJ^er Debt Service
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land
4902 Machinerv, Vehicle J 4 EquiDment 21 000 20 999 71 21 000
4903 Buildinqo
4909 Improvemants Other Than Bldas
.
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Soecial Revenue Pund
4913 To Capital Proiects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund
4916 To Exp . Tr . Pund-excopt 1(4917
4917 To Health Maint. Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexoendable Trust Funds
4919 To Aaancy Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 1.072,382 989,991 1,248,856
If you have a Una itftm of appropriations from more
maka-up of the t:ha line total for the ensuing year.
than one >rarrant article, please use the space below to Identify tiim
Acct. # Warr.
Art. #











rticlaa are d«fin»d in RSA 32: 3, VI. as appropriations I) in patition«d warrant articlss; 2) appropria
r not««; 3) appropriation to a ssparata fund craatad pursuant to law, such as capital resarva funds o
n appropriation dasignatad on tha warrant as a spacial articla or as a nonlapsmg or nontransfarabla
,
1 ^ 4 ^ fi •7
1
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
1
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acct.# nRSA32:3.V) ART.# Approved bv DRA Prior Year fRECOMMENDEDi f>OT RECOMMENDEDl
SL'BTOTAL 2 RECOMMENTDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
"INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES"
Individual" warrant articles are not naceaaarily the
might ba negotiatod cost itams for labor agreements
"special warra rticlas". Individual warrant article:
;re you wiah to addresa individually.
—3 9 \ 4 s 6 1
Appropriations Actual APPROPRJATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acct.# rRSA32:3.V1 ART.# Approved bv DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED! fNOT RECOMMENDEDi
Improvements 4 32,500
SLTBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 32,500 xxxxxxxxx
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Budget - Town/City of.
Greenfield FY 2002
1 ^ ^ e; 6
Actual ESTIMATED
WARR. Estimated Revenues Revenues REVENUES
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.# Prior Year Prior Year
-1 __ .
E^SUINC YEAR
TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx





3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes 60,000 80,280.83 80,000
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest £ Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 25,000 52,510.15 30,000
Inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu ydl
3188 Excavation Activity Tax
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 Business Licenses £ Permits
^5 25 25




3290 Other Licenses, Porraits i. Fees
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Revenues 15,000 21,983 20,000
3352 Meals £ Rooms Tax Distribution
15,000 43,164.77 40,000
3353 Hiqhway Block Grant
56,567.04 56,567.04 57,916
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Housing £ CoBtnunity Development
3356 State £ Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 2,900 2,400 2,500
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 16,000 14,010.09 3,554
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401-3406 Income from Departments
3409 Other Charges
>USCELLANEOUS REVEIWES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sale of Municipal Property
80,000 80,000














INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Special Rov«nuo Funds
3913 From C»oital Projects Funds





3915 From Capital Raaerva Funds
3916 From Trust t AqanCY Funds
29,900 39,263.82 4,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Long Tarm Bonds £ NotoB
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 50,000 30,000 50,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE 6 CREDITS 570,892.04 575,854.37 588,195
I 'T^9^j^\w^r I
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) 1,248,856
StJBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
32,500
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 1,281,356
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above, column 6) 588,195





BUILDING INSPECTOR Weds. 7:00-9:00 PM Insp's by Appt/as needed
Peter Hopkins 547-3442, Home 547-3449 & Pager 599-4120
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 2'^^ Weds, of each month 7:00 Pm
David Voymas, Ch. 547-2964
EXECUTIVE Bi-weekly meetings Tues. 5:30 PM unless posted
Jerry Adams, Ch, Conrad Dumas & George Rainier, Board of Selectmen
Debra Nutting, A.A. 547-3442 Town Office Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
547-3004 (Fax), E-mail = bos(a)tellink.net
FIRE DEPARTMENT 1^' Mon. of each month 7:00 PM
Clifford Russell, Fire W. 547-2722 Call for Burn Permits
Greg Sandquist, Fire W. 547-6407 '
Charles Stevenson,FireW 547-6663
Loren White, Chief 547-6874, Work 673-2601
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Wyatt R. Fox, II, Super 547-3504
LIBRARY Mon. Noon-7:00 PM, Weds. & Fri. Noon-6:00 PM & Sat. 10:00 AM-1 :00PM
Velma Stone . 547-2790
PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Lisa Betz, Director 547-3442, Home 924-7728
PLANNING BOARD 2"" & 4"^ Mon. of each month 7:00 PM
Marilyn Fletcher, Chair. 547-3904
POLICE DEPARTMENT Emergency Dial 911
Gary Gagnon, Chief 547-2525 Dispatch
RECYCLING CENTER Tues. 8:00-Noon, Thurs. 3:00-7:00 PM & Sat. 8:00 AM-4:00PM
Frank Pelkey, Sup 547-8617
TAX COLLECTOR Weds. 6:00-9:00 PM and 4"" Sat. 9:00-Noon
Robert Geisel 547-2782 (fax is same #)
TOWN CLERK (registrations) Mon.S Thurs. 6:00-7:30 PM and 2"" & 4* Sat. 9:00-Noon
Frances Kendall 547-2782
WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
Call for assistance 547-3442
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Peter Linstrom, Ch 547-3605

